How do I reference a government report or government website?

**Basic Format for Print Copy**

Author’s last name, Initial(s) or Government Agency who wrote the report. (year). *Title of the report* (Report ###). Place of Publication: Publisher.

**Basic Format for Electronic Version**

Author’s last name, Initial(s) or Government Agency who wrote the report. (year). *Title of the report* (Report ### if provided). Retrieved from http://www....html

**Examples**


**Details**

- Notice that in the sixth edition of APA, the exact date (day, month, and year) when you retrieved the document is not included.

- For the http:// web address, use the homepage for the government agency.

- If a report number (####) cannot be found on the report, exclude this information from your reference.

- Common government health organizations and agencies include: Statistics Canada, Health Canada, and Manitoba Health for instance.